
Work more 
comfortably and 
smoother than 

ever before!

Comfortable position
Prevent and relieve stress injuries that can be caused by 
incorrect work positions in front of the computer. With a 
natural sitting position, where you rest your hands in front 
of your body, you reduce the stress all the way from your 
fingers to your neck and shoulders. The reduced effort allows 
you to take control of your work day with a new focus - work 
comfortably and efficiently. 

Increased efficiency and support
The extra deep palm rest is the perfect complement to your 
standard keyboard. Providing relief during long hours in front 
of the screen, it helps you save energy and minimize exertion 
with every motion. This is especially noticeable if you have 
tasks with repetitive motions.

Small details - big difference
Increase your workflow without working more! With smart 
features such as copy/paste and double-click easily accessible 
you can work quickly with small movements. Take your needs 
into consideration and adjust the click resistance and cursor 
speed. The strategic location of the roller bar makes it easy 
for you to point and click. Soon you will be working faster, 
more comfortably and smoother than ever before!

Proven support
Now you can sit at the computer for long periods of time 
without pain in your neck, shoulders and back. This 
ergonomically designed mouse is thoroughly tested and 
suitable for anyone who works with a full-size keyboard or 
prefers a partly covered rollerbar. 
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The user-friendly computer mouse is now available with a modern twist. You can work efficiently and 
comfortably with high precision without getting tired since RollerMouse Pro3 plus will follow your natural arm 
and hand movements. 

An updated workhorse with 
more features.
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Key Functions

A  Copy. Ctrl + C with just one click.

B  Left click. Use the large button on the left to left click.   

C     Double click. Get two clicks in one with the “one touch” double click.

D   Quick and simple speed selector. High precision: simple to adjust with a single click. Choose from cursor speeds between 

600 and 2400 dpi. The default setting is 1000 dpi.

E   Scroll wheel. Scroll up and down, middle click and auto scroll.

F    Right click. Use the large button on the right to right click.

G  Paste. Ctrl + V with just one click.

H   Rollerbar. Roll the bar up, down and sideways to move the cursor.

Technical specifications
Width 51,4 cm
Depth 15 cm
Height 2,7 cm
Width fully-open rollerbar 17 cm
Integrated wrist rest Yes
Material on wrist rest Disinfectable leatherette
Cursor speed (dpi) 600 - 2400 DPI
Buttons/Functions  8 buttons (5 programmable buttons)
Connection USB   
Driver No
Warranty 2 years
Installation         Plug-and-play
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